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Advance Wars: Dual Strike was first released for nintendo DS in 2005, while turn-based strategy games proved to be a genre made for touchscreen controls. Savvy developers quickly realized the potential of iPhones to deliver such games, and have been ton of high-profile strategy releases for the platform since the launch of the App Store and much more since we last updated
this list. RTS is another subsexing of the inclusive strategy label traditionally reserved for PC gamers, but the design of creative thinking and intuitive control layout has led to the creation of a number of some quality RTS iPhone games, if there is a will to work something on the iPhone, there is probably a way. 10 | Although the Avalon Wars are a bit rough around the edges of
Avalon Wars and heavy on menus, but as a strategy game, it's incredibly deep. Taking the role of a faction to colonize three space, you are tasked with raising at the same time and protecting military units by expanding the home base. Various missions give you the tools and equipment necessary to improve the effectiveness of your army, and in many cases, how well battles
come down to preparing individual units. When you enter battle, the game automatically calculates your victory, which means your stat crunching is your best weapon. As a single player game, the campaign is interesting to plow through, given the low enough price. Nine | Great Little War Game Great Little War Game (GLWG) iPhone touch screen advance battles turn-based
strategy formula maps. Seize bases, earn resources and deploy troops to destroy enemy armies or take over their headquarters. The touchscreen is a natural interface for a strategy game, so GLWG works most elegantly. Sending units to their deaths is as simple as touching them and their targets on the hexagonal grid. The unit distribution screen is large enough - and the
number of units small enough - never accidentally make a transport truck instead of a tank. You can also switch smoothly between macro and micromanading by zooming in and out of the battlefield in your free time. Between how well the strategy works and how simple a game GLWG plays, it can be easy to get into just one return habit of many of the best known strategy games.
Given a few caveats, Great Little War Game fills the void once filled by Advance Wars, and one of the biggest compliments to this honest face is to pay it off. 8 | While Everlands Game is a cute factor that can close to a more adult audience, strategies including this hexagonal, turn-based strategy game are surprisingly complex. It can only attack in certain directions, and animal
game parts with a certain health and attack power begin with a certain number. In case you can capture opposing parts, you need to strategically place each piece and ultimately capture the majority of the game board. That sounds easy. This. This. Your opponent can also attack parts of the army, hoping to turn them on their side. There is a game where some special abilities
factor in and start easily and then become a real headache for iPhone generals. 7 | Like Superiority Battles Clickgamer's Modern Conflict, Supremacy Battles is a real-time strategy game where players are quickly asked to move troops around a map to capture buildings. Capturing enemy territory will produce more soldiers in your army and make it easier for you to crush your
opponent. Above all the structures on the maps is a number that shows how many soldiers those building houses are, and if you send enough soldiers to overcome those soldiers, you can capture the structure yourself. Games end with a player successfully stealing the structures of all their opponents. It's a simple concept, but there's a hidden depth to discover fast-wit players.
Battles for Supremacy certainly feels a lot like the Modern Conflict in question at first, but it will quickly become clear that it is a much deeper game with a huge stack of things for these players. A rich leveling system serves to make your opponents a plush game with a range of spells and abilities that can be used for tripping and all the strategic potential of openable game modes.
The only thing this game really lacks is online multiplayer. If this is not a deal breaker for you, you definitely hand over your money for chillingo asap. 6 | With a meaningless and mundane name like The Rebirth of Fortune, The Rebirth of Fortune, you'd think it would be a Square-Enix game. While this is not entirely true, it is also not far from the truth, as the game admits to
borrowing heavily in the Description of Final Fantasy Tactics right in its App store description. There are literally no stories in the game; You're just a handful of soldiers, archers and thieves to wreak destruction on people who have committed no crime other than you in different color. Each map is not very diverse in the stages of the game since it was styled after a giant
chessboard that was disappointing given the high quality of the art style, and after being exposed to dialogue the game seems to have been translated by someone who has about 45 seconds of English language experience. Obviously, there are more polished games in the App Store, but there was definitely enough fun here to make the game discount point worth it. If Page 2
were available to download from the Starcraft II App Store, it would very easily top this list. It's not (yet), but they leave Gameloft to provide an inexpensive replacement to see in demand. Like most other games, StarFront is almost universally less ann ea vensed than a beloved game. Despite the Gameloft defense, starfront starcraft aping is much better, for example, 9mm Max
Payne aping. This is mostly due to the touch screen being much more self-borrowed and manage volumes based on twitch-based action. This creates a package of good price value, combined with a true competent, portable version, high production value, a long singleplayer campaign and multiplayer mode. 4 | Galcon Galcon is probably the simplest game on this list, making it
also one of the easiest to get and play. The goal of the game is to conquer the interstellar map by sending ships from planet to planet. Large plants produce more ships but are difficult to conquer, and vice versa for small plants. The strategy lies here in keeping momentum, knowing when, where and with what force to attack. Several different game modes, each fun and time
worthy, but remains the same throughout the principle: stay attacking and keep the ship moving in the right direction. The speed with which the screen is touched around is almost as important as strategic thinking, so this choice may best suit those who want to twitch a little with strategy games. 3 | When Catan Klaus Teuber set out to create a simple, fun game to play with his wife
and children, he never imagined that his idea would one day manifest itself as one of the first German board games to achieve fame outside Europe. Die Siedler von Catan was first published in Germany in 1995 and continued to sell more than 15 million copies in 30 different languages in which it was translated, eventually reaching the United States as settlers of Catan.Players.
Make a fine-tuned game for Catan multiplayer. It is said, the lack of an iPhone version of the online multiplayer is disappointing, but in single player mode the local hot seat multiplayer and smart a.I. competitors make the first worthy purchase of the Catan App Store. 2 | Dark Defense Army Sam Raimi's horror comedy three, Evil Dead, Netflix, if you've never experienced it at once.
Army of Darkness, the third entry in the clinically crazy film series, is in the background of Backflip Studios' (Paper Toss, Ragdoll Blaster) new iOS title. Army of Darkness: Defense may not break much ground, but constantly new enemies (Deadites, Evil Ash), attacks (boomstick, Necronomicon) and unit types (Henry, Wiseman), it's one of the best games of its kind that keeps
things interesting, all pumping out Raimi cult-classic movie references. The game was even loaded like Bruce Campbell's cheesy single shirts Hail to the King, Baby, (later the Duke Nukem series appeared). Year 1 | Civilization Revolution Sid Meier's Civilization series has long had a special place in the hearts of many players, almost all of them PC players. Legendary franchise
2K console port, The revolution drew some universal positive reactions from critics upon its release in 2008, which appeared to be well done on platforms other than the Civ PC. With similar features to the console version and super-controls of the DS version, Civilization Revolution iPhone adaptation is arguably the best version of the game.2K Civ Rev did not allow the iPhone
version to stagnat, regularly updating player complaints to the address. Playable civilizations, scenarios and strategic options to both attack and defend the ultra-portable version of the game make the console version a complete port that will not disappoint fans. Zoom camera controls take advantage of the iPhone's superior touchscreen and look great in high resolution where the
game is displayed. PC gamers with fond memories of civilization games should definitely check out this one, and tutorials should be enough to familiar with newcomers with deep concepts of the game. This story, Top 10 Strategy Games on iPhone was originally published by GamePro. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small
commission. For more information, read our affiliate link policy. Details.
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